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a. \ryhat is'tace condl br in process synchronization?
b. Discuss the problems Wth concurrent execution of processes.
c. Describe the Critcalsection problem ol process synchronization.
d. Explain the use of semaphores in process synchronization.
e. Suggest a solution to the CflTrcal Secllon problem using semaphores.

a. Describe the spoo/Dg batch processng system.
b, Draw a djagram to show the changes on the state of a process.
c. Given the following information:

Process CPU Burst Anival time
P1 0
P2 1 2
P3 4 6
P4 I
P5 2
P6 10 14

Draw the Gantt chart for each oi the following scheduling algorithms and
calculate the average waiting time and average turnaround time for each
algorithm.

. Round robin scheduling (using a time quantum of4);. Shortest Job Ne!:t scheduling (pre-emptive).

Which is the most efficient algorithm for the particular problem? Justiry your
answer.
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3. a. How do you confirm that a sysi;rn is in deadlocked state?
b. Describe the resource allocation draph and waitforgraph. Use appropriate

diagrams to support your anawer,
c. Consider the snapshot of system operation described below:

4.

The system has flve procdsses nameli, pl, p2, p3, p4 & pS and three resour
namely Rl (with 3 instances), R2 (with 2 instances) and R3 (Mth 2 in8tances).

. Pl holds 2 instances of R1 and requests an instance of R2. P2 holds an instance of RZ and requests an instance of R3. P3 holds an instance ofRl. P4 holds an instance of R2 and requests an instance of Rg. P5 holds an insiance of R3 and requests an instances of Rl & R2

t.

ii.

Draw the resource allocation graph and wait for graph for the above s
Examine the system for deadlock, if it does, list th€ processes involved
system. Justifi/ your answer,

Discuss th6 F/rsl f/t and Besf ,71memory allocation schemes.
What do you understand by "memory fragmentalion'?b.

d.
LiEt two advantages and two disadvantages of the paged memory allocation
The following table shows the job detaits and the tist of memory btocks of the
system:

l. You are requested to allocate the jobs in the memory and to
fragmentation using first fit and best fit memory allocation methods.

ll. Which is the most efficient allocation scheme for the par oular problem
above? Justify your answei.

Job List:
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